INFOSYS SAP ANALYTICS PRACTICE

SIMPLIFY & MODERNIZE

ANALYTICS WITH THE
POWER OF SAP HANA
TODAY’S ANALYTICS
PLATFORMS LACK THE AGILITY
& FLEXIBILITY THAT
BUSINESSES REQUIRE
Data warehouses and
BI systems are still
very complex

Data analytics platforms
are not ready for
self-service enabled
advanced analytics

Benefits from SAP HANA
investments yet to
be maximized

THERE IS A NEED FOR DATA
ANALYTICS CAPABLE OF
TRANSFORMING BUSINESS
OPERATIONS IN THE
DIGITAL WORLD
Analytics has rapidly evolved from history reporting to predictive, prescriptive, and augmented analytics
that are now central to the success of an enterprise.

WHAT
HAPPENED?
WHAT IS
MY BEST
INTERVENTION?

It’s time to move away from
just reporting and reflecting
on past enterprise
performance.
WHAT WILL
HAPPEN?

Enable data monetization
by simplifying analytics
platforms.

BUSINESS LEADERS CAN
TRANSFORM CURRENT
ENTERPRISE CHALLENGES
INTO OPPORTUNITIES BY...

Simplifying IT
landscape, ensuring
effective data
management, and
reducing cost of
ownership

Leveraging AI and
machine learning
for predictive and
prescriptive
analytics

Eliminating
high degree of
data duplication
and achieving
data quality

Enriching
visualization and
enabling content
sharing,
collaboration, and
story-telling

Embedding
analytics in
business processes
and gaining more
real-time
reporting

Generating
self-service
oriented content
and design

The time to modernize your BI is

NOW

KICK-START BI
MODERNIZATION WITH
INFOSYS SAP ANALYTICS
PRACTICE
In the digital and interconnected world, we harness the power of SAP HANA to
deliver new-age analytics to convert data into insights with enhanced visualization.
Our Infosys SAP analytics offerings are aligned closely with client needs and the
SAP portfolio. They allow you to simplify and modernize your BI by leveraging the
4 pillars outlined below:

Simplification
& Migration

We help enterprises setup a data lake
ecosystem and even carry out Hadoop
and SAP HANA integration. The offerings
help provide deeper business insights and
advanced analytics leveraging diverse
data sources.

Embedded
Analytics

Visualization and self-service BI offering is
focused on improving user experience
with better interactivity and self-service
models. We help our clients make BI more
pervasive in their organizations.

Infosys BI Simplification helps enterprises
migrate their data warehouses to
SAP HANA from diverse technology
platforms. We also help simplify BI
landscapes with a focus on incremental
value delivery and reduced cost
of ownership.

Big Data
& Advanced Analytics

This offering helps deliver real-time
reporting and embed intelligence in
business processes. The primary focus
here is delivering BI solutions during
SAP S/4HANA transformation programs.

Visualization

INFOSYS ACCELERATORS
ENABLE SEAMLESS
TRANSITION WITH REDUCED
COST AND TIME-TO-MARKET
SIMPLIFICATION & MIGRATION

BW Simplification Cockpit reduces 20% effort in BW re-architecture programs
Infosys Migration Assist Tool reduces up to 25% effort in migration* to SAP HANA
Infosys Data Warehouse Testing Workbench reduces up to 50% testing effort

BIG DATA & ADVANCED ANALYTICS
Pre-built Industry Solutions for market basket analysis, SKU
optimization, and more
Ready-to-Use Data Lake Reference Architecture for business
scenarios on SAP HANA
Text Analytics & Geospatial Analytics for framework and
reference architecture

EMBEDDED ANALYTICS

Embedded Analytics Decision Tree Tool suggests ideal reporting
approach and tool
Pre-configured Analytics offers ready-to-deploy operational reports on
SAP S/4HANA

VISUALIZATION

Self-Service Enablement Framework
Pre-built Dashboard Templates speed up development cycles
and content creation
SAP Certified Custom Extensions on Lumira and Design
Studio with add-on features

TRANSFORMATIONS THAT
SOME OF OUR CLIENTS HAVE
EXPERIENCED WITH INFOSYS
SAP ANALYTICS PRACTICE
A leading beverage company
saw a reduction in inventory and
shipment cost and overall
improvement in supply chain
efficiency leading to a benefit of
more than US $10M per year
An electric utility company
reduced operation cost by up to
40% and time-to-market by up
to 30% with BW on SAP HANA
migration and simplification
A leading investment management
firm reduced critical month-end
process execution by up to 90% by
transforming analytics on SAP HANA
An American clothing company
saved operational cost of
US $3M per year and reduced IT
involvement in report creation
by half by simplifying BI
landscape on SAP HANA

THE SHIFT TO BI IS TAKING PLACE AT SCALE.

NOW IS THE TIME TO BECOME A DATA-DRIVEN ENTERPRISE.
Are you ready to modernize your BI and realize the opportunities it will open up for your business?
Get in touch with us at askus@infosys.com to find out how you can get started.
*Migration is from non-SAP data warehouse to SAP HANA
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